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the name of Maski, the Tillage where an inscription of
ASoka has been discovered is still Piriya-masangi in a
Calukya inscription (H. Krishna Shastri, The Maski Rock
Edict, p. 1).
3rd. In the same languages the initial consonant is
changed into a surd.- Here from the Dravidian stand-
point the rule is not clear : there are two series of corres-
ponding forms. In fact M. Subbaya in his articles in the
Indian Antiquary, 1909 (where he always attributes
wrongly the surd to common Dravidian) has given a
series of equivalent forms : Tarn, k—Can. Tel. g—
(pp. ^05, 217; cf. for the dental p. 200). But in his
Dictionary of Canarese, Kittel gives a good number of
examples of the Tarn. Can. k, Tel. g similar to that in
the name of horse: thus Tarn. Can. Jcadal " love," Tel.
gadiln ; Tarn. Can. kwn " to scratch," Tel. giru ; Tarn.'
Can, kuii «sheep/' Tel. "goue"; Tarn. Can. Ku\i " hole/1 <
Teh "goyyi" The interpretation of the facts is difficult;
but the antiquity of the sonants in Dravidian remains
undisputable.
If it were certain that the Sanskrit word was borrowed
from Dravidian, one could have rightly deduced at once
a fourth observation, more important than all the previous
ones. In that case the most ancient Dravidian, in fact,
would have had aspirate consonants, either a dialect in
contact with Indo-Aryan having developed aspirates
in some cases or the aspirates having belonged to
common Dravidian. There is nothing inadmissible in this
view; the interval is extremely long between the epoch
when ghota was admitted into Sanskrit and the
late date—very likely the 5th century A.D.—when the
alphabets of the North were borrowed by the principal
Dravidian languages : in fact it is known that the

